Detector, New York Journal, 25 October 1787

“The liberty of the press is essential to the security of freedom in a state; it is not, therefore, to be restrained in this Commonwealth.” Massachusetts Constitution.

Mr. Greenleaf, The truth of the above sentence is universally acknowledged, and one similar to it, has been adopted by every state in North-America—How astonishing then, is it, that the printers in this very state (Massachusetts) should reverse the important doctrine of the freedom of the press!

By looking over several late Boston papers I discovered acknowledgements of the receipt of pieces on the new Constitution, refusing them a place, unless “the writers will hand their names to the public!” adding, “Aiming thereby to be just!” that they will not give them place upon any other conditions!—What an astonishing kind of justice is this!—Americans have ever been taught, that justice and freedom went hand in hand—but now, if we may believe the immaculate Boston printers, slavery must take place of the latter—that the Americans may be happy!—It is well known, that the greatest security of an absolute government is, “the ignorance of the people.” Tremble for your dear bought freedom, ye Americans, at the introduction of this first trait of slavery into your country!—The printers of a free community are an important set of men—and, when they league to enslave it—it will be enslaved indeed.

Oct. 24, 1787.
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